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Introduction 

The Names of Allah are a way of making a happy ending. Allah is the only One 
who deserves worship and that we need to do all actions for His sake. We need 
to believe in Allah and that He is perfect and all His actions are perfect. You 
will love for Allah and you will hate for Allah. Everything around is just a test 
and the main thing is to love Allah. Allah gave us the emotions; the eye, the 
ears and every body part to just worship Him. Human being are one of the 
creation who have a will and that they need to worship Him and they are 
obliged by the word of Allah. Whatever organ Allah gave us is to work in the 
best way towards Allah. We need to balance everything in every part of life.  
 
We studied last time about the Name of Allah Al Muqqadim Al Muahkhir are 
in duas of forgiveness. Your sins make you backward and forgiveness that 
makes you forward. In a day we witness that some things come forward in life 
and some things get delayed.  
 
When we don’t know about Allah then we think that when things come forward 
to us then its our own thing how ever its from Allah. For example you are at 
airport and there is a long queue and someone asks you to join to be the first 
one in the row and you feel you are lucky or if there is a delay you are unlucky 
however this is from Allah only.  
 
We should not say anything about the things that get early or get late. 
Questions like who her younger sister got married earlier than the older and 
why my marriage is getting delayed, why I am not having kids although I got 
married early. Sometimes your sickness gets delayed then you cannot accuse 
the doctor, the medicines or the weather, you should only say Allah is 
Muqqadim al Muakhir. Sometimes you try a remedy and you get cured but 
another person gets worse so who is working behind this. Sometimes there is 
traffic and you get late and sometimes there is no traffic and you get early. This 
is from Allah Al Muqaddim Al Muakhir. Our duty is to believe Allah is the One 
who makes things delayed and forward so we need to believe in this. Sometimes 
people will help you to get something early so you need to believe that this is 
from Allah and not that person. This is not done randomly by Allah but with 
His complete wisdom and knowledge. Allah knows everything and we cant see 
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the full picture and we react as if we know everything. Allah keeps showing us 
that we are nothing and we cant help in any situation.  
 
People or things getting early or delayed show three things; 

•  
we feel that its our own power to make things early or late but Alhamdullilah 
its not according to our wish it is not in our hand to make things early or late. 
This shows perfect power of Allah and that is in the hands of Allah whether we 
get something early or late.  
 

•  
Some people get married early and they think we will not have kids till we are 
30 and enjoy life but its Allah wish and will that they get kids early so our own 
will doesn’t matter when Allah wants something He will make it happen.  

•  
Keeping the right thing in its place. Don’t blame people that you caused the 
delay because the getting late or early is very complete and perfect wisdom and 
each minute that its getting delayed is in the Hands of Allah. So much of 
complain will vanish if we believe in this. Some times your flight gets delayed 
then there is definitely some plan of Allah in that.  
 
There are two types of Taqdeem and Takheer: 
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1) Kaoni  
Kaoni is the worldly that is regarding this world. You don’t have to do anything 
about the kaoni that is the worldly ones. 
 

 

 
The Kaoni (worldly) ones include 6 things in it. First is Al Makhlooqat and this 
is the creation. This is some will get forward and some will get delayed. Qalam 
is pen and it was forward from us and it came early. Nabi (Sallelaho alehe 
wassalan) said that pen was created first and Allah said to the Qalam(pen) that 
write and Allah asked qalam to write the decree of every one till the day of 
judgement. Whatever is happening is from Allah and this is how our foundation 
must be. The creation of Malaika preceded by the jinn and Adam was next. 
Hawa is delayed from Adam in their creation. Allah created the earth before 
the sky and then we came later than these two. We see the creation in a 
different way that is Taqdeem and takheer. Allah is able to make the kids come 
before the parents but this is the sunnah of Allah that parenst will come first. 
Even in the animals and birds there is a creation of something before another 
limb. Some stage precedes another stage. The first thing before the tongue is 
heart that is involved in our case. If you are number 2 in a list then you are not 
supposed to ask that why I am on this number. Allah is Muqqadim and 
Muakhir. We take all of this by default.  
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In life everything happens with some means but we need to believe in Allah for 
this. The means are preceded by the result. Medicine is a means of getting cure 
so cure is the result and means come first. We think this is common sense byt 
do we think that who makes the medicine before the cure. Allah is the one who 
created the means and the One who provides. Fire is a means for cooking or 
burning. This thinking that Allah is the one and we didn’t delay or make it 
early is the change with this name. Your complains will go away with this 
belief. If someone makes you happy so that is the means but who created the 
means? That is Allah! 
Taqwa is the means to get into jannah so who made this and we need to believe 
in Allah.  
 

 
Shuroot is condition; whoever is doing Taqwa and sabar then this is Shart 
(condition) and the consequence is that you will be rewarded so who made this 
condition Muqqadim. It depends on you that whether you follow it or not. The 
consequence is muakhir, this is not naturally happening rather Allah has made 
it like this.  
 
 
2) Sharai  
Sharai is the religious actions and you have to do something about it. 


